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YouTube Video Site In a Box GIVEAWAY RIGHTS INCLUDED! For Just $3.99, You Can Have An Army

of Self-Updating YouTube Video Sites And Make Easy Money From Google Adsense and Amazon

Links... Turn Your Unused Domain Name Into A Web 2.0 Video Powerhouse in Just 5 Simple Steps -

GUARANTEED! YouTube Video Sites Generator In A Box Will Let You: * Add niche specific video

sections to any of your existing websites! * Just decide on the keywords and you have a professional

video streaming website, boasting 100s of entertaining videos in 15minutes or less! * Template based

dynamic pages allows you to quickly edit your video section to match any of your present websites! Plus

so much more... Heres how the You Tube Video Sites in a Box Will Help you: #1 - Powerful and Highly

Customizable For the more adventurous, editing the entire site is a breeze...because YouTube Video

Sites Generator In A Box is completely template based...even for those who know nuts about designing,

you can easily hire a web designer to professionally edit your niche video websites! #2 Fully Automated

Website Creation Set it up once and every single time theres a new video for your main keyword or

keyword tags, your websites gets updated automatically! #3 Dynamically Search Engine Friendly Pages
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Using dynamic internal linking methods, you can be rest assured that EVERY tag and links gets crawled

by the search engine spiders. Imagine...your tags, keywords being crawled....better prominence in SE

rankings and position! #4 Does Not Exhaust Your Bandwidth This script uses dynamic pages..in other

words, it uses minimal hard disk resources. And because it uses YouTubes bandwidth, your web host will

be running on optimum performance! You have ABSOLUTELY nothing to lose but LOTS TO GAIN! If you

have read this far, then most likely youre in the same business as I am...and we sure deal with a lot of

internet stuffs and video is one thing that you cant deny to gain increasing popularity soon! And for only

the price of $3.99, this monster of a niche script can be yours now!! You have the full rights to this Lite

version. You may use it to build your sites or give it away for free as long as the content remains

unaltered. You get the installation guide PDF as well. NOTE: This software requires an internet

connection and DOES NOT download unwanted applications or install malignant viruses on your

computers. ___________________________ Visit My Store For More Deals!!!
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